
Introduction 

Intel® Math Kernel Library (Intel® MKL) contains two implementations of the PARDISO* 

solver: Intel MKL PARDISO and Parallel Direct Sparse Solver for Clusters. 

Typically, Intel MKL PARDISO and Parallel Direct Sparse Solver for Clusters are divided 

into three main computational steps: reordering, factorization and solving.  Of these 

steps, the factorization step is most expensive in terms of time. However, for a specific 

set of matrices, time spent on the reordering step becomes significant and can take 

over 90 percent of the overall computational time. Often such situations take place for 

blocked or nearly blocked matrices. To improve performance of such matrices, we 

implemented the Block Sparse Row (BSR) format of Intel MKL PARDISO and Variable 

BSR (VBSR) format. This article covers the approach for supporting VBSR format. 

Variable Block Sparse Row (VBSR) format 

VBSR format is an internal representation of the input matrix that you can use for a 

matrix with a block structure. To explain this format, consider the following six by six 

symmetric matrix: 

In this illustration, X represents a non-zero element and an empty square represents a 

zero element. This matrix has same pattern of zero and non-zero elements, or portrait, 

for the first and second rows and columns and for the fourth, fifth, and sixth rows and 

columns. To decrease the number of potential variants of reordering and to decrease 

the time to find the “optimal” reordering, we compress rows and columns with the 

same portrait into one supernode and during the reordering step handle the reduced 

“supernode” three-by-three matrix:  

 

To enable the VBSR format for Intel MKL PARDISO and Parallel Direct Sparse Solver 

for Clusters you need to set iparm[36] to -100. 



Important: For VBSR format matching, scaling, partial solution, Schur compliment, 

pivoting control, and OOC algorithms are not supported. 

If you set iparm[36] to –t, where t is a positive number less than 100, then rows and 

column are considered to be compressed into a supernode if their portrait is at least t 

percent similar. Thus the matrix below compresses only for t less than or equal to 60. 

Such compression slightly increases the memory needed  for the matrix and could 

slightly decrease the performance of the factorization and solving algorithms. 

However, it could also significantly improve the performance of the reordering step.  

 

Performance results 

The following chart represents performance results for five different workloads for 

Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) and VBSR format (iparm[36]=-80). Note that while the 

time for factorization and solving are similar for CSR (on the left of each set of results) 

and VBSR (on the right), the reordering step is smaller—sometimes dramatically 

smaller, as in test5. 

 

  

 


